Are chemicals used in your laboratory activities regulated by any of the following agencies or regulations?

- Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
- Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
- Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, & Firearms (ATF)
- Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

**Yes**

Do you import/export any of your FDA, NRC, ATF, & FIFRA regulated chemicals?

- **No**
  - TSCA does not apply to your FDA, NRD, ATF, & FIFRA Regulated Chemicals

- **Yes**
  - TSCA import/export regulations apply to these chemicals. Before importing chemicals, complete the Import Decision Tree. Before exporting chemicals, complete the Export Decision Tree.
  
  Completely fill out the TSCA Applicability Forms and other forms if necessary.

**No**

Are chemicals used in your laboratory used in small quantities and solely for the purpose of non-commercial scientific experimentation, analysis, or research? (R&D exemption)

- **No**
  - You may not qualify for the TSCA R&D exemption. Call OESO EP at 684-2794

- **Yes**
  - Do your laboratory activities adhere to the Duke University Laboratory Safety Manual?
    - **Yes**
      - TSCA R&D exemption applies. Your TSCA responsibilities are defined in the TSCA Implementation & Compliance Guide.
    - **No**
      - TSCA import/export regulations apply to these chemicals. Before importing chemicals, complete the Import Decision Tree. Before exporting chemicals, complete the Export Decision Tree.

  Completely fill out the TSCA Applicability Forms and other forms if necessary.